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Oct 16, 2019

ARES Mtg.—SLC EOC
Oct 17, 2019
CW Training Net
Ragchew,tech/trade net
Oct 21, 2019
CW Training Net
Oct 23, 2019
2X4 DX Group Mtg.
PSLARA Diner
PSLARA Member Mtg.
October 24, 2019
CW Training Net
Ragchew, tech/trade net
October 28, 2019
CW Training Net
October 31, 2019
CW Training Net
Ragchew,tech/trade net
Nov 2, 2019
PSLARA Breakfast
Nov 4, 2019
CW Training Net
Nov 6, 2019
ARES NET (147.240)
Nov 7, 2019
CW Training Net
Ragchew, tech/trade net
Nov 13, 2019
2X4 DX Group Mtg.
PSLARA Board Mtg.

PSLARA BEACON

OCTOBER–NOVEMBER 2019

Port St Lucie Amateur Radio Association

OCTOBER GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING: Our next membership meeting is
Wednesday, October 23, 2019, 7:30PM at St. Andrew Lutheran Church, 295 NW Prima
Vista Blvd, Port Saint Lucie. We meet in the church fellowship hall on the north side of
church property. Plenty of parking is available in the adjacent lot and grass area.

This month’s program is DMR PROGRAMMING. Come learn about code plugs, talk
groups, timeslots, color codes, scan lists and more. Get that little used DMR handheld
out of the closet and on the air. This is your chance to learn from our DMR expert, Craig,
KK4CID. Don’t miss this informative presentation. See you there. 73 PSLARA

WHAT IS A HAM RADIO?

Hams lead the way communicating. We use
radios for emergency communications. We use
radios to communicate globally and beyond.
We communicate via analog and digital voice,
CW and many digital and computer modes.
But what do our citizens think when they hear
the words “ham radio?” Despite the good work
hams do during emergencies, our citizens
don’t always think positively about ham radio.
Many see outdoor antennas as unacceptable.
For others ham radio is outdated. Cell phones
and the Internet have made it redundant.
As hams we sometimes forget it’s not always
about radios. The heart and sole of ham radio
is volunteerism and local involvement. St.
Lucie Co. has over 1,000 hams. Port St Lucie
over half that number. Yet, PSLARA membership is less than 10% of total area hams. Do
you volunteer? Are you involved in a local
radio club? If not, why?

PSLARA BOARD ELECTIONS

Each November at the association’s Annual
Meeting elections are held for all Officers and
Directors. If you are a PSLARA member in
good standing as per our bylaws and have
been a member for at least a year for president
and 6 months for all other board positions, you
are eligible to hold an office.
The President (or Vice President as designated) shall preside over Board of Directors
and membership meetings of PSLARA and
shall provide general supervision in all the affairs of PSLARA. The Secretary shall provide
written minutes of Board and Membership
meetings. The Treasurer shall receive all dues,
funds, and fees and disperse as required by
PSLARA and have custody of PSLARA funds.
Directors typically chair Board committees.
If you would like to serve as a PSLARA officer
or director, please let a Board member know of
your interest or email info@pslara.com.

PORT ST LUCIE AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION (PSLARA)

PSLARA membership is comprised of licensed amateur radio operators and persons interested
in the "ham" radio hobby. PSLARA’s purpose is to promote Amateur Radio as a hobby. Accordingly, the goals of PSLARA are to further the exchange of information and cooperation among
members, to promote radio knowledge, fraternalism, and individual operating efficiency. We aim
to conduct club meetings, programs and activities in a manner that advances the general interest
and welfare of Amateur Radio. The Association is also dedicated to providing emergency communications as a public service in the event of a local or national emergency. More information
about the PSLARA can be found on our website. (www.pslara.org)

PSLARA BEACON
PSLARA operates two
Amateur Radio
repeatEmergency
ers: The 2-meter repeater is at
Service® (ARES)
146.955 MHz, while the 70-cm reHave a desire to learn CW or brush
peater is at 443.650 MHz. The PL
up on your receiving and sending
ARES is an organization of trained,
tone for both repeaters is 107.2
skills?
qualified, and credentialed Amateur
Hz. Our weekly Ragchew, Traders
Radio operators who augment and supand Tech Net is held on the VHF rePlease join Paul, W4ISZ, and the crew
port vital communications on behalf of
peater each Thursday at 7:30 p.m. All
the public during emergencies and dis- at 6:30 pm Mondays and Thursdays.
licensed amateur radio operators are
asters. The Amateur Radio Emergency Check in at 6:30 PM on the PSLARA
encouraged to participate in this open
2-meter repeater, 146.955 MHz, PL
Service, through its volunteer radio
net. Our 2-meter repeater EchoLink
Tone 107.2, or EchoLink.
communicators, strives to be an effecNode:644473-K4PSL-L ).
tive partner in emergency and disaster
response, providing public service part- You can also check in early using
HAM HUMOR
ners at all levels with radio communica- CW at 6:15 PM on 40 meters (7.121
tions expertise, capability, and capacity. Mhz). After all check-ins are acknowledged we QSY to 7.121 MHz. Paul will
send practice sentences in CW. After
Every licensed amateur, regardless of
each sentence we return to 146.955 to
membership in ARRL or in any other
discuss results.
local or national organization, is eligible
for membership in ARES. The only
The CW net is open to everyone wantqualification, other than possession of
ing to learn or polish their CW sending
an Amateur Radio license, is a sincere
and receiving skills. With a little pracdesire to serve. Because ARES is an
tice hams of any age can enjoy this
amateur radio service, only duly lifun and essential mode of communicacensed amateurs are eligible for memtion.
bership. The possession of emergency
2X4 DX
powered equipment is desirable but is
GROUP
not a requirement for membership.

PSLARA Slow
CW Practice
Net (PCN)

ARES is planning a membership
drive for emergency communicators.
ARES needs hams to be able to deploy to primary and secondary shelters and medical facilities during
emergencies. A St. Lucie County
background check is required.
If you are not a member of ARES and
wish to join, please contact Paul
Horner, W4ISZ (w4isz@outlook.com)
for information.

Have an interest

in DXing? Working on your DXCC or WAC? Join the
2X4 DX Group!
The group meets at 9:00 AM on the
2nd and 4th Wednesday of the month
at St. Andrew Lutheran Church, 295
NW Prima Vista Blvd, Port St.
Lucie. Meetings are held in the small
meeting room on the west side of the
main church building. Visitors are always welcome.

NEXT MEETING is Wednesday, Octo- For more information about the 2X4
ber 16th, at the SLC EOC, 15305 W
DX Group please contact Don,
Midway Road, Fort Pierce.
WY5I@bellsouth.net.

PSLARA HOLIDAY PARTY
This year's event will be held at the
Buffalo Chophouse, 918 SW Gatlin
Blvd, just west of Port Saint Lucie
Blvd. The restaurant is located directly
across the street from the new Aldi's
market. Menu choices include steak,
salmon, meatloaf and chicken alfredo.
Details will be available at this month's
general membership meeting.
This is always a fun event, so be sure
to join us.

PSLARA BEACON
PSLARA conducts VE
license testing sessions ten times per
year at the St. Lucie
Co. Emergency Operations Center,
15305 W. Midway Road, Fort Pierce,
FL. Pre-registration is not necessary at
our test sessions. Walk-ins are always
welcome. Email : Testing@PSLARA.com for more info.

NO TESTING IN OCTOBER

Testing will resume: Saturday, November 9, 2019 at 8:30 AM, St.
Lucie Co. Emergency Operations
Center, on Midway Rd.
New licenses awarded from the September, 2019 VE session.
Blake Casino, KN4YHV - Technician
Ryan Fischer, KN4YHW - Technician
Kenneth Gruett, N4YVY - Amateur Extra

PSLARA WEBSITE SURVEY
The survey will help us guide the
PSLARA's future website direction.
YOU DO NOT NEED TO BE A MEMBER TO COMPLETE THE SURVEY.
All survey responses are completely
anonymous. Your responses will be
consolidated with those from other respondents and the consolidated results
presented at a future PSLARA membership meeting. The more persons
who reply, the more meaningful the
results will be.

SMA RADIO CONNECTORS

Determining polarity of SMA-Female
and SMA-Male antenna and corresponding radio connectors is confusing
to many hams.

First of all SMA-F and SMA-M polarity
is determined by whether there is a
center pin or not. The connector with a
pin is male and the connector without a
pin is female. Simple enough, right?

It is important when choosing coaxial
cable to understand that there are
trade-offs to be considered such as
HF, VHF, & UHF operation, output
power, antenna gain, coax run, and
cost. Db gain/loss is important at
VHF & UHF, but for HF your coax
choice may be less important as it
might not be noticeable to the station
you are communicating with. During
WW2 coax cable was used, but before the war, open wire. Pre WW2
transmitters did not necessarily have
set impedances. The transmitter’s
output network did most of the matching.

SMA-F antenna connectors were rare
before around 2014. This changed
when Chinese branded radios began
arriving on our shores and sold as
handheld amateur radios. These include Wouxun, Baofeng, and other radios. They use an SMA-F antenna.

WW2 manufacturers found coax
could be made cheaply with a set
output impedance. So 52 ohms became a norm. After WW2 hundreds of
thousands of feet of 52 ohm coax
became available and hams bought
the surplus cable very cheap.

Traditional ham radio vendors (Alinco,
Icom, Kenwood, & Yaesu) mainly required SMA-M antennas to match SMA
-F radio connectors. The photos below
can help identify the antenna type you
have for your radio.

Another factor is coax power handling. If you’re running 100 watts and
using LMR-400, well less than a dB is
lost, but RG-58 has 3.1 dB loss. Firing up that new 600 watt linear and
using RG-8 at less than a db loss
may give your signal a real pile busting boost. So the rule of thumb many
hams use, is buy the best coax you
can afford and work on your antennas. Remember antenna tuners only
make the transmitter see 50 ohms.

What makes it more confusing is thinking that the connector with the threads
on the outside is SMA-M and the connector that has a socket is SMA-F. Not
so fast!

ANTENNA

SMA-Female

RADIO

SMA-Male

If you have not already done, please
complete the survey by October 18th.
Click the link below for the survey:

PSLARA WEBSITE SURVEY

COXIAL CABLE TYPES

SMA-Male

SMA-Female

Shown dB loss per 100 ft
Mhz
Cable type
10 50 100 400

RG-8, 8A, 213
RG-8 MINI, 8X
LMR-400
RG-58
RG-58A, 58C
RG-59, 59B

0.55 1.3 1.9
1.1 2.5 3.8
0.9 1.2
1.2 3.1 4.6
1.4 3.3 4.9
1.1 2.4 3.4

4.1
7.9
2.5
10.5
12
7
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UPCOMING DX

SPECIAL EVENT STATIONS

ZAMBIA, 9J. Mario, IK1MYT is QRV
as 9J2MYT from Lusaka until June
2020. Activity is on 40, 20, 15 and 10
meters. QSL to home call. DX MOST
WANTED #165

10/18/2019 | Commemorating USCG
Aux. 80th Anniversary – Look for various stations on the air.

10/18/2019 | Mickey Mantle Day
1700Z-2300Z, W5M, Spavinaw, OK.
Mayes County Amateur Radio Club.
SOUTH SUDAN, Z8. James, Z81C
is QRV from Juba while working for a 14,225 14.250 7.220 3860. QSL.
Mayes County ARC, PO Box 1195,
non-governmental organization for
the next 18 months. Activity is mostly Pryor, OK 74361. www.qrz.com/db/
on SSB. QSL via operator's instruc- w5m
tions. DX MOST WANTED #82
10/19-22/2019 | Jamboree On The Air/
Jamboree on the Internet. 1300ZNorfolk Island, VK9 VK9NE,
1900Z, W1M, Russell, MA. Western
VK9NC and VK9NG operating from
Mass Council, Scouting USA. 7.190
Norfolk Island between October 18
and November 4. Bands and modes 7.040. QSL. Tom Barker, 329 Faraway
Road, Whitefield, NH 03598. Look for
of operation are not known at this
us on Brandmiester JOTA talk group.
time. DX MOST WANTED #88
Special QSL through eQSL or SASE to
MAYOTTE, FH. Willy, DJ7RJ will be WA1HRH (QRZ)
QRV as FH/DJ7RJ from October 15
10/19/2019 | Surrender Day Oct 19,
to November 3. Activity will be on
1400Z-2000Z, K4RC, Yorktown, VA.
160 to 10 meters using CW and
Williamsburg Area Amateur Radio Club.
SSB. QSL to home call. DX MOST
7.265 14.265. QSL. QSL Manager, PO
WANTED #107
Box 1470, Williamsburg, VA 23187.
Commemorating the 238th anniversary
Vietnam, #3W- Station 3W9QR will
be on the air from Danang from Octo- of the British surrender to the Ameriber 23 to November 1. Listen on 40 - cans, ending the Revolutionary War.
www.k4rc.net
10 meters, mainly SSB. DX MOST
WANTED #173
11/02-17/2019 | 44th Anniversary,
Palua, T88 Jery, HL5BHH will be ac- Sinking of the Edmund Fitzgerald
0000Z-2359Z, W8F, Detroit, MI.
tive holiday-style as T88KZ from PaLivonia
Amateur Radio Club. 14.260
lau during October 21-24, 2019. QRV
7.040
14.040
7.240. Certificate. Tas
mostly SSB, possibly FT8 (80-6m).
QSL via LoTW only, no paper QSLs. Foley, K8TAS, 37255 Euraka Rd.,
Romulus, MI 48207. On Saturday, NoDX MOST WANTED #136
vember 2, W8F will operate from the
Dossin Great Lakes Museum, Detroit
From The Daily DX, the OPDX Bulle- MI 1600-2030 UTC. SASE FOR QSL
tin, 425 DX News, DXNL, QST Con- CERTIFICATE livoniaarc.com
test Corral & ARRL Contest Calendar
Google Special Events for more.
& WA7BNM web sites.

N7BD REQUEST FOR HELP

Don/N7BD is putting together a list of
attendees for the February Orlando
7.163 NET gathering. Jeanne Socrates,
VE0JS (round-the-world trip in her 38’
sailboat, SV Nereida) has offered to
come to Orlando, attend the meeting
and do a presentation on her RTW adventures. It should be a very enjoyable
presentation!
Jeanne is in need of financial assistance to make the Orlando trip. I have
asked all those who are able to help,
PLEASE give what you can to help her.
Don will be collecting the funds and will
transfer them to her when arrangements are made. The easiest way is to
send as “A FRIEND” to my PayPal account: n7bd@arrl.net
When making the donation, please indicate your call sign if you have one. I’ll
keep a confidential list of the donations
but will make aware the total amount
collected. A few have asked how much
is needed. It’s difficult to have an accurate assessment but it appears $1500
should be close. If Jeanne is unable to
make Orlando for some reason, ALL
funds will be returned.
A point of clarification concerning the
donation for Jeanne: Many, if not most,
of those attending the party sliped a
little cash to Steve & Terry (You’ve got
to be clever as they try to avoid it) to
offset the party cost. Please note, the
donation for Jeanne is OVER and
ABOVE anything donated to Steve &
Terry.
Thanks for your understanding and assistance!
73,Don/N7BD

PSLARA BEACON
Let’s talk about
the ionosphere
by testing your
knowledge of
the “C” layer
and its impact on radio wave propagation.

Peter Parker, VK3YE is from Australia
and is well known for his many amateur
radio publications, webpage, and Daily
Antenna blog. Please visit his webpage
(vk3ye.com). Peter’s outstanding books
are available on AMAZON.
An article from Peter’s blog.

Which of the following statements is
true concerning the “C” layer?
A. The “C” layer is transient and typically forms after 10 or more days of
continuous solar storms. Once it
forms it will get stronger each day until
the solar storms subside. Exceptional
propagation conditions exist when a
“C” layer is present in the ionosphere.

FIVE WAYS TO TEST YOUR NEW
ANTENNA’S EFFECTIVENESS
We all want our antennas to be as effective as they can be. That means that a
change to it (for instance extra height or
some more ground radials) has had the
desired effect in boosting your signal. Or
that a new one is better that an existing
one in desired directions and at desired
radiation angles. Sure, one can look at
anecdotes from people who have built
them or modelling data, but it's better to
actually test it.

2. REPORTS FROM STATIONS.
Here is where you get on air, make
contacts and ask for reports from
multiple stations. A single contact at a
single time is not enough - conditions
can vary so much that comparisons
can be misleading. And S-meter
readings on different transceivers are
meaningless. Different transceivers
indicate different things on the same
signal and people may or may not
have their RF preamp or attenuator
switched in. You also need to get reports from stations over a range of
distances and directions. That is because some antennas might be outstanding for DX but mediocre for
closer in due to the angle of their
main radiation lobe. Results by direction can also vary.

The best sort of test is an A/B comparison. That is you have both antennas up. During a transmission you
use an antenna switch (like we discussed on 26 February) to switch
Here are five ways you can test your
quickly between the antennas while
B. The “C” layer is transient and only
antenna's effectiveness on transmit.
asking for reports. Preferably done on
forms during a total solar eclipse. It
a group or net where there's multiple
lasts only for the duration of totality.
1. THE RANGE CHECK. The first way is stations on. Because many hams are
Exceptional propagation conditions
probably what you did if you ever experi- biased with what antennas 'should'
exist for a short time within the cone of mented with small transmitters like FM
and 'shouldn't' work well it's best not
totality.
wireless microphones or toy walkie talk- to disclose what antenna A and anies. You'd have a transmitter going at
tenna B are until after the test.
C. There is no “C” level in the ionohome (keyed up by a friend or family
sphere.
member) and then go for a walk around Another test, if you can't have both
the block to see how far it went. If you
antennas up at once, is to be active
D. The “C” layer forms in the upper
were lucky it might go say 10 or 20
at a certain time each day to try to
troposphere from the turbulence crehouses. When you were a bit older and work the same group of stations. Both
ated as a result of simultaneous temhad something bigger then you might do before and after you erect the new
perature inversions occurring in the
the same thing in a car with a mobile
antenna. You might want to drop
“D” and “E” levels of the ionosphere. It setup. Ideally you'd be driving in all dipower so your signal becomes more
usually lasts for 30 minutes or less.
rections to get an idea of when your sig- marginal and any differences bePropagation is seriously impacted
nal fades almost to noise level and between what your antennas can do are
when the “C” layer is present.
comes unreadable. On VHF or UHF FM magnified.
you could put together a range
3. ONLINE SDRs. Not much activity
Answer will be revealed at the October tester (some don't need soldering) then
around? Here's where you do your
2019 PSLARA meeting.
(continued on next page)
go for a walk or drive.

PSLARA BEACON
(continued from previous page)
own tests. Find an online web
SDR and listen to your own transmission, switching between A and B antennas as you do so. Try ones in as
many places and on as many bands
as possible. Then repeat at different
times on different days.
4. DIGITAL MODES. A great thing
about digital modes like FT8 and
WSPR is they give a dB signal to
noise ratio of your signal. And in the
case of WSPR you can leave your
station to do its thing, coming back
later to check results on WSPRnet.
Look over results and average them to
compare antennas. Or you could try to
standardise for conditions by checking
your performance relative to other stations near you. There are also more
advanced WSPR-based antenna test
tools like DXplorer.
5. CONTESTS. Contests are competitive. In the big ones there are multiple
high power stations on the air. The
signal reports won't be of any value
(they're all 5/9) but the fact that numerous stations in a particular part of the
world can hear you well enough to get
your callsign is. The big contests bring
out people from all over the world so
you can get an idea of your antenna's
favoured directions

WALL WART FUN

Seems like we all have those pesky
plug in wall transformers lying around.
Somehow I can never throw them
away thinking I might need a “wall
wart” for my next radio or electronics
project.

Recently, a project required 12VDC,
500ma, filtered & regulated. Most wall
warts provide just DC volts, so I told a
buddy of my dilemma. He suggested
Nuts & Volts, March-April 2019. (A
little plug for Nuts & Volts.) If you are
not reading it, you are missing out.
Every issue has Ham and radio articles. Even Ham vendors are taking
note and advertizing in Nuts &
Volts..The article he suggested was
about “Discovering the NESCAF audio
filter.” The NESCAF filter (New England Switched Capacitor) was designed by Bill Siegrist, NT1U and sold
as a kit by the New England QRP
Club. It is used by many QRP CW enthusiasts. The author had found the
filter kit at a yard sale, cheap. While
much of the article was about assembling the filter (I built this filter 15 years
ago for a battery powered QRP rig),
the part I was most interested in was
his effort to power the filter using a
wall wart. What he found was the wart
had hum and was not regulated. He
Antenna performance on receive is
went on to show a filter circuit that
another ballgame of fish. It may or
cured the hum and regulation problem.
may not be related to transmit perAs I looked at the circuit some quesformance. This is because on receive tions came to mind about the regulator
our aim is best signal to noise ratio
portion, but he did not reference the
rather than absolute maximum
circuit’s source. So off I went searchstrength.
ing the Internet. The Internet is a wonderful place to explore and do rePSLARA BEACON NEWSLETTER search, but sometimes it can be very
The PSLARA Beacon Newsletter will
overwhelming. (No secret there, right.)
be off the air Nov-Dec 2019. The
My searching paid off when I found the
newsletter is scheduled to resume
author’s source. An article written by
transmitting January 2020. Email
John H. Bryant, with Bill Bowers titled
blasts will continue during that time.

“A Dummies’ Guide to Working with
Wall Warts” Sometimes what you find
on the Internet can be overly scholarly,
but the article was perfect for a
“dummy” like me. The authors took the
reader through wall warts in easy to

understand verbiage. Plenty of pictures
and diagrams were used. I especially
appreciated the section on regulation
and when using an
external DC power
source for a radio;
the dreaded “reverse
polarity” issue. While
many radio vendors
use polarized power
connectors or a built-in power supply,
incorporating reverse polarity protection
is always a wise approach. (All of my
QRP radios and electronic projects
have them along with fast blow fuses.)
The Nuts & Volts wall wart filtering and
regulator circuit was shown. With that
and a full discussion, 1I was on my way
to powering the project with a well filtered and regulated wall wart. Next
time you need a filtered and regulated
wall wart, read the article! You won’t be
disappointed.

PSLARA BEACON
QSL Cards from W2FKF (Fred is a DXCC Honoree (353 confirmed)

